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Abstract
Augmented and virtual reality (XR) are potentially powerful tools for enhancing the efficiency of interactive visualization of
complex data in biology and medicine. The benefits of visualization of digital objects in XR mainly arise from enhanced depth
perception due to the stereoscopic nature of XR head mounted devices. With the added depth dimension, XR is in a prime
position to convey complex information and support tasks where 3D information is important.
In order to inform the development of novel XR applications in the biology and medicine domain, we present a survey which
reviews the neuroscientific basis underlying the immersive features of XR. To make this literature more accessible to the visualization community, we first describe the basics of the visual system, highlighting how visual features are combined to objects
and processed in higher cortical areas with a special focus on depth vision. Based on state of the art findings in neuroscience
literature related to depth perception, we provide several recommendations for developers and designers. Our aim is to aid
development of XR applications and strengthen development of tools aimed at molecular visualization, medical education, and
surgery, as well as inspire new application areas.
CCS Concepts
• General and reference → Surveys and overviews; • Applied computing → Life and medical sciences; • Human-centered
computing → Virtual reality; Mixed / augmented reality;

1. Introduction
Software tools are more prevalent than ever in medicine, and are in
use in education, training, and analysis of images and surgery. Traditionally, such tasks are performed on a PC with a mouse and keyboard setup as input devices. When working with text or 2D image
information, this set-up works well. However, with the increasing
availability of volume imaging in medicine, depth information is
lost in this set-up and needs to be compensated for by additional
interaction or visual encoding. Since the 1990s, researchers have
investigated the possibility of using Virtual Reality (VR) and Augmented Reality (AR - collectively "XR") in biology and medicine
to further enrich interactive visualization possibilities. This article
focuses on the head mounted device (HMD) category of XR devices in particular, which offer several advantages. XR technologies
can be classified as immersive or semi-immersive, practically referring to to which degree real surroundings are visible to the user or
not. "VR" refers to full replacement of external visuals, while "AR"
refers to semi-immersive experiences, showing part or whole of the
users surroundings.

One clear advantage of such XR devices is stereopsis - the ability
of bifocal vision to triangulate visual depth - the fundamental component in depth perception [Par19]. By placing a display in front of
each eye, software can digitally manipulate stereopsis to simulate
a depth component - simulating how we normally see the world. In
this way, tasks that rely on accurate depth information can be better
supported.
A second advantage of HMDs is provided by head tracking functionality, combining stereopsis with visuospatial scanning behavior
such as head turning and body posture adjustments. In addition,
while vision is the main way humans perceive the world, motor
abilities and tactile perception are the only way of manipulating the
objects in our surroundings. A considerable part of human primary
motor cortex is dedicated to hand, and finger control [UMCA06].
To exploit this core aspect of human ability, XR technologies increasingly offer complex and precise interfaces to users’ hands, fingers and tactile perceptions [MKC∗ 19]. High perceptual precision
combined with the accuracy of the XR motor interface provides an
excellent foundation for developing educational and clinical tools.
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In addition, the immersive nature of XR applications provides the
user freedom to explore data and images in new ways.
The third major advantage of XR technology is the sense of immersion. Due to the low latency hand interaction with virtual objects combined with stereopsis and head tracking, XR users report
an illusion of being present in the virtual environment, also known
as immersion. The "feeling of immersion" dates back to the first
definitions of virtual reality, which described it as the feeling of
presence in an artificial world [Ste12]. The term immersion in virtual reality may refer to both the subjective user experience as well
as the equipment required to generate the virtual environment. In
this article, when discussing immersion we refer to the user’s experience of being present in a virtual world unless otherwise specified. The immersive aspect of XR is especially suited for surgical
training, with the advantage of providing realistic visual and haptic feedback in an environment the user perceives as an operating
room.
Despite these promising advantages, early attempts did not succeed in accomplishing widespread adoption in the field. However,
recently published reviews in medicine, together with recent advancements in hardware, suggest XR is in a strong position for increased adoption in the biomedical domain [JH20, PNL∗ 17, WDJGK16]. Developing biomedical applications in XR is a highly active area of research. Numerous recent examples leveraging VR
include supporting paramedic skill training [VJR19], liver surgery
planning [BHS∗ 21], and protein visualization [CŠR∗ 20]. Since virtual reality grants developers full control over the visual field of a
user, a considerable amount of neuronal innervation of the brain can
be controlled digitally, and a considerable amount of behavior relevant variables can be manipulated with high fidelity. However, this
opportunity also comes with responsibility for the user’s experience. Well-designed VR environments and technologies can lead to
mesmerizing experiences, enhanced information presentation, situation awareness and a feeling of immersion, while poorly designed
environments and technologies may lead to confusion, motion sickness and nausea [MDS17].
Purpose of the survey Several reviews focused on comparing
XR with traditional training and visualization methods, reporting mostly positive effects, but with uncertain transfer to practice [Mat15,ALHN16,GALG∗ 18]. In addition, a recent survey provided an overview and taxonomy of spatial interfaces for 3D visualization [BYK∗ 21]. Our survey investigates the basic features of
vision and its implications for XR design. Exploration of these elements in visual computing solutions is essential for developing efficient methods and best practices for interacting with different data
types. To aid development of the next generation of XR tools in biology and medicine, we explore the basic functioning of vision and
the processing of different types of visual information. This paper
aims to provide an overview of depth-perception related literature
and its relevance when developing XR tools, serious games, and
experiences. With this, our goal is to provide guidelines for developing efficient immersive experiences in virtual reality informed
by the state of the art in neuroscience. With this, our main contributions are the following:
• An introduction to Visual Neuroscience: We provide a basic
introduction to the field of visual neuroscience with the goal of

establishing a common understanding of how 2D and 3D objects
are processed in the brain.
• A survey of the state of the art in depth perception for virtual objects: We provide an overview of neuroscience literature
related to object perception, feature detection, interaction with
virtual objects, and selected clinical applications of XR.
• Recommendations for XR Development: Based on the literature, we provide guidelines and recommendations for XR application design and development.
Organization. In this survey, we provide an overview of volumetric perception of digital objects from a visual neuroscience perspective, with a specific focus on virtual and augmented reality. In
Section 2, we present background information on the visual system, and how the brain processes central visual stimuli in visual
cortical brain areas. Scientific visualization relies on accurate perception of volumetric information. Therefore, Section 3 presents a
literature review of how 3D objects are perceived and processed in
the brain. In Section 4 we discuss the implications of central object
processing features in light of XR technology development for applications in biology and medicine and beyond. Section 5 consists
of a concluding remark and recommendations based on the findings
in our survey.
2. Neuroscience Background
Vision is the primary human sense for gathering information about
the world and the surrounding environment. Accordingly, VR is a
powerful tool for creating realistic immersive experiences [Eks15],
and realism and realistic scenarios are essential both medical training and clinical practice. Stereopsis is the foundation of depth perception, and the reason for the immersive feeling of presence in
VR. Consequently, when designing applications that replace all visual input, certain biological constraints should be considered, especially when developing medical applications for clinical practice.
2.1. The Visual System
As humans we perceive our surroundings through our senses. Generating virtual experiences relies on mimicking the natural input
from our surroundings. To achieve this, we explore which stimuli the brain is used to processing and how this processing occurs.
The visual system generates the main sensory representation of the
world for humans, see Figure 1. The photoreceptors in the back of
the eye (retina) receive about 10 in the 9th bits (125 megabytes) of
visual input per second [Kel62,Zha19]. These photoreceptors initiate the process by absorbing electromagnetic radiation between 400
and 780 nm [Pal12]. There are two main classes of photoreceptors:
rods and cones. Rods are sensitive to luminance, while three types
of cones (R, G, B) are sensitive to different wavelengths of light
and form the basis for color vision. Each photoreceptor in the eye
is connected to a retinal ganglion cell (RGC, neuron), which transmits information from several photoreceptors based on their pattern
of input. These RGCs typically have a centre-surround firing setup.
If a RGC is "on centre and off surround" it will fire (initiate action
potentials) when stimulated by light in the centre, which is the photoreceptors’ signal for stimulation. An illustration of this process is
displayed in Figure 1 on the right.
© 2021 The Author(s)
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Figure 1: Left: Overview of the visual system: light stimulates photoreceptor in the retina, signalling to their RGC. Light from the left side
of the visual field interacts with photoreceptors in the right side of the retina. Signals from the right side of both retinas travels through the
optic nerve to the visual cortex in the right hemisphere. From the retina to the primary visual cortex, the signal passes the optic chiasm and
the lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN) of the thalamus, where processing of stimuli properties begins. Right: Retinal Ganglion Cells (RCGs)
"on" / "off" receptive fields. RGCs fire rapidly when light stimulates the photoreceptors within the "on" region of the neurons receptive field.
They signal to the brain that there is light in this RGCs "on" region.

The Optic Nerve The axons of the RGCs form a bundle called
the optic nerve, one emerges from the back of each eye. The optic
nerves cross in the optic chiasm as seen in Figure 1 on the left, with
information from the right half of the visual field travelling to the
left visual cortex and the left visual field (of each eye) ending up
in the right visual cortex. After crossing the optic chiasm, visual
stimuli pass through the lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN) in the
thalamus [UA15]. The LGN boosts the signal-to-noise ratio from
the retinal input, strengthens centre-surround interactions and acts
as a gateway for visual stimuli to reach the cortex. The primary visual cortex in each hemisphere receives input from both eyes, but
only one visual field, respectively the right and left side of the visual field. For simplicity and the overall purpose of this article, the
following sections will focus on the most dominant and most relevant processing streams and hubs of the visual system. The other
parts of the visual processing network, which can’t be discussed
here, are mostly related to reflexive and emotional processing of
visual cues.
Primary Visual Cortex In Figure 2, the organization of the primary visual areas in the brain is illustrated. Figure 3 highlights the
major connections between these areas. The primary visual cortex,
which is located in the back of the brain in the occipital lobe, is
also known as V1 or the striate cortex. This name originated from
its stripy appearance to the naked eye caused by myelinated axons
from the LGN (named: The Line of Gennari). V1 is a hub, it receives all visual input and passes it along to other cortical areas for
further processing. Additionally, V1 performs processing of sig© 2021 The Author(s)
Eurographics Proceedings © 2021 The Eurographics Association.

nals from RGCs. Information from several RGCs is combined in
V1 to generate "edge" detectors. These neurons respond to a line
of RGC receptive fields creating a macro receptive field shaped
like a "bar"(\, |, /...) oriented at a specific angle. Three different
types of edge detectors are currently known: "simple cells", "complex cells" and "hypercomplex cells" [HW59, HW68]. Simple cells
have a distinct "on" (excitatory) and "off" (inhibitory) area separated by parallel straight lines representing their receptive field.
Complex cells are the most common among the receptive cells.
They have no on/off region and responds best to a "bar" stimulus
presented in a specific orientation. Hypercomplex cells share properties with the complex cell, but in addition if the "bar" is extended
beyond the receptive field the activation rate drops noticeably or
stops completely. The processing of information in V1 is organized
in a retinotopic fashion; adjacent points in the visual field are represented in topographical fashion in the visual cortex [HW68]. The
fovea (middle retinal area with highest density of cone receptors)
and central degrees of the visual field/retina occupies a disproportionally large area of V1 [DW61]. After receiving and processing visual input V1 transmits information to cortical areas that are
higher in the processing hierarchy of the visual system.
V2, which is next to V1, receives the main load of information
from V1, performing the next level of processing before transmitting to higher cortical areas. The visual field representation contained in V2 is topographically organized, representing at least
80◦ of the contralateral visual fields [GGS81]. Further, the visual
area V3 represents 30-40◦ of the central visual field [GSG88].
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Figure 2: The organization of the primary visual areas projected
on the midline slice of the brain. Adapted from Logothetis [Log99].

From V1 until V3 processing of visual information splits progressively into two pathways/streams: the dorsal ("up") and the ventral ("side") stream [GF18,KSB∗ 13]. The streams process different
properties of the visual stimuli, which we will come back to after
we have discussed the most central properties of visual stimuli.
Visual Stimuli The properties of the visual stimuli that are coded
from the retina to V1 are; color (RGB), brightness (centre/surround,
RGCs) and their spatial localization in the visual field. The other
visual cues mentioned in the next paragraph are second order visual
cues derived from primary visual input [Par05].
Color processing mainly occurs in V4/V8, which are located in
the lower part of the occipital lobe at the back of the brain (see
Figure 2, but processing of color is a continuous process starting in the retina, moving through V1 and V2 before arriving in
V4/V8 [HLD∗ 98, WBRW02, WALW08].
Brightness/illumination is necessary for sight, this central cue is
processed in V1. There is an important distinction between brightness which is perceived, and illumination which is the actual level
of luminosity that interacts with the rods in the retina [RRP96].
Separate groups of neurons in V1 respond to surface/focused luminance, and luminance in the surrounding environment, the latter
group corresponds to perceived brightness and the former encodes
the level of illumination [KK01a].
Spatial localization is coded from the retina and represented topographically in the primary visual cortex, V1 [Eng01].
Edge Detection occurs in V1, as a sum of the centre/surround
RGCs in the retina [HW68].
Second Order Cues The following visual cues are based in one
or several of the primary visual cues combined. Here we explore
the main second order visual cues, especially the ones relevant to
perception of objects and depth.
Motion is primarily processed by the middle temporal area
(MT+)/V5. This region is active selectively when viewing moving versus stationary stimuli [TRK∗ 95, WMF∗ 93]. Visual motion
detection is a critical cue in way finding, depth segregation, shape
from motion, judgement of distance and speed, and judgement of
biological activity [CIG11].
Shading is utilized to extract the shape of objects, which follows

FST

Ventral

Dorsal

Both

Figure 3: The major connections in the dorsal and ventral visual streams [Ung82, KSB∗ 13, GF18]. The dorsal stream areas are
shown in teal and the ventral stream areas in orange. Areas involved in both streams are highlighted in a color gradient. V1, visual area 1; V2, visual area 2; V3, visual area 3; V4, visual area 4,
V3A, visual area 3A; PO, parieto-occipital area; MT, Middle temporal; DP, dorsal prelunate area; VIP, ventral intraparietal sulcus;
LIP, lateral intraparietal sulcus; 7a, parietal area 7a; MST, medial superior temporal area; FST, fondus of the superior temporal
sulcus; STS, anterior complex of the superior temporal sulcus; IT,
inferotemporal cortex. Adapted from Distler et al. [DBDU93].

the two assumptions that a single light source illuminates the whole
scene and that the light source is placed above the horizon [KR92].
Extraction of shading occurs early in the visual process and may
play a role in motion perception. The intra-parietal sulcus (see Figure 3) is commonly activated when viewing 3D surface structures
formed by shading [TNIT01].
Texture is the perceived quality of a surface, and is utilized in
the perception of depth. Neurobiologically, the areas V4, TEO
and V3A are activated by different types of texture [KDWU00,
LRRS99].
Familiar size can be applied to judge distance from an object
or landmark [CTS19]. Familiar size interacts with angular size, a
large object far away activates a larger portion of V1, compared
with an object of equal angular size perceived to be small and
closer [HB41, MBK06].
Blur is perceived when gaze is fixated in a certain depth plane.
Objects further from our focus becoming more blurry compared
with the ones close to our fixation plane [Mat97]. This makes
blur an effective visual cue for estimating depth in peripheral vision [HCB12].
Occlusion allows identification of an object’s location in depth
relative to other objects. This process relies on object and figure
ground segmentation, these processes are explored further in the
following section [BZP97, FS92, HFMK08].
These visual cues are utilized together, and play an important
role in differentiating and organizing shapes into objects in the visual scene.
© 2021 The Author(s)
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Perceptual Organization Visual perception follows certain cognitive principles, which aid in the extraction of meaning from a
scene. Figure ground segmentation involves the perceptual separation of objects from each other and from the background. This is
essential when constructing a visual scene from visual cues. The
gestalt school attempts to explain how perception of objects and
scenes occur, with a focus on "totality". This includes viewing all
parts of the visual scene and conscious experience as an interconnected system of dynamic relationships [Wer38]. The main gestalt
principles are: Emergence, Reification, Multi-stability, and Invariance [ESS02, Wer38].
• Emergence - The whole has properties that the parts do not
posses on their own, which emerge only when the parts interact
as a larger whole. Typically described along the lines of: "The
whole is greater than the sum of its parts".
• Reification - A generative aspect of perception which occurs
when an individual perceives something that is not present in
the visual field as a physical object. An example of could be an
intermittent pattern (star) forming a shape that we interpret as
said pattern.
• Multi-stability - The tendency of ambiguous perceptual
experiences to switch back and forth between several alternate interpretations. An example is the Rubin vase, which can
be interpreted as either a vase, or two faces looking at each other.
• Invariance - A property of perception which allows the perceiver to recognize an object in a different rotation, scale, lighting, and elastic deformation.
These four gestalt principles are built on seven main "laws" of
gestalt visual perception. They form the basis for the figure ground
organization and perceptual grouping that the gestalt principles attempt to explain [ESS02]. Figure 4 displays five of these seven
main "laws". The two final gestalt laws are the law of past experience and the law of common fate. The law of past experience implies that visual stimuli in certain conditions are grouped together
based on previous experience with those stimuli. Finally, there is
the law of common fate: if two elements of a figure move together
in synchrony, they will be perceived as being in the same group.
In modern neuroscience the Gestalt principles have been slightly
reworked, but most of them remain relevant and have found support
from basic visual research [WEK∗ 11]. Perception of totality and
figure ground segmentation is important in depth perception, since
depth cues interact with gestalt principles when the brain constructs
the spatial organization of a scene.
Depth Perception Perception of depth is essential when perceiving the structure of objects, and creating a representation of the
surrounding environment. This process requires contribution from
multiple visual cues and gestalt principles, dependent on the organization of the scene. Stimuli contributing to depth perception can
be classified as monocular or binocular cues, based on if input from
one or both eyes are required to utilize the stimuli [CV95].
Monocular cues enable perception of depth by stimuli from one
eye. Monocular perception of depth builds on gestalt cognition and
© 2021 The Author(s)
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Figure 4: Five of the main visual gestalt laws illustrated.

several of the second order visual cues: motion, shading, texture,
size, shadow, blur and occlusion [GTPO08, HPVN06, PCPD∗ 08,
PCT∗ 05]. Visualizing volume data on a 2D screen relies on one or
several of the monocular cues which were introduced previously.
Binocular stimuli are the foundation of stereopsis, which is the
feeling of depth generated by seeing the world summarized from
two slightly different images present in each retina. This process is
reliant on disparity. The disparity of a point on an object refers to
the difference in retinal location of that point between the right and
left eye, also called absolute disparity. Disparity can be absolute or
relative. Relative disparity refers to the angular difference between
where two objects fall on the retina [Par05]. Binocular disparity
plays a central role in perception of depth, with distorted binocular
disparity leading to dramatically reduced depth perception accuracy [PBK∗ 12]. It is estimated that 7% of the adult population < 60
years is stereo blind. However, recovery of stereopsis is possible in
certain cases [CBL19]. Several cortical regions are highly sensitive
to relative disparity, both in the dorsal and ventral visual stream
which both play a central role in the abstract processing of visual
information [BFPH01]. The purpose and organization of the visual
streams are introduced in the following subsection.
The Visual Streams Beyond V1 and V2 the processing of visual information separate into two pathways, the dorsal (Latin for
"back", meaning up/over neurologically) and ventral (Latin for
"belly", meaning down/lower neurologically) [GM92]. The dorsal
stream is mainly responsible for "vision for action" and the ventral
for "vision for perception". Therefore, they are also often called the
"where" and "what" stream.
The dorsal stream is a path of processing responsible for
"where" stimuli are in a scene and making that information available to cortical areas involved in motoric movement. The dorsal
stream proceeds from V1 up towards parietal areas of the brain.
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The main types of information processed in this stream relates to
motion and supports motor action. Two areas encountered early in
the stream are V3A and V3B/KO. V3A responds systematically to
motion and varying disparity [OFP∗ 03, PLKW08], while the area
V3B/kinetic occipital (KO) process fusion of disparity and motion
depth cues [ABWV19]. The stream branches off to the posterior
fusiform sulcus (pFs) which contains neurons that are sensitive to
surface gloss [SBDLW15].
A lateral part of the stream proceeds to MT+/V5 which are
considered the motion areas. In addition to upstream input, it receives direct input from V1 [GF03]. Another dorsal area that is
sensitive to motion, more specifically to the direction of motion
is the ventral intraparietal area (VIP) [CDG93]. Further, the neurons of the medial intraparietal area (MIP) are sensitive to reaching
movements [CD91]. The intraparietal sulcus (IPS) is a large area
at the end of the dorsal stream that is involved in saccades, multisensory integration, visual attention, and visual short term memory [SHM∗ 07].
The ventral stream is mainly responsible for perception of
objects, understanding "what" is in the visual scene. The ventral stream originates in V1, moving to V4, and continues to the
posterior inferotemporal cortex (TEO), which responds to patterns of luminnce, relative motion, and texture differences [Hik97].
The stream continues to the inferior temporal cortex (TE) which
codes for particular features that are present in an image or object and together represents the complete representation of the object [OdBV00, Tan96]. Some neurons in TE are also selective to
spatial position in the visual field, mostly in the central parts of the
visual field.
V4 is connected to V1, V2, V3, MT and TEO, in addition to being involved in both streams, and sensitive to stimuli of different
color and shape [UGDG08, WALW08]. Both visual streams utilize binocular disparity in depth processing, but to different extent.
The ventral visual areas are specialised in processing of 3D shapes,
while dorsal areas are focused on processing of long surfaces, rotation, and differentiation of depth planes [Par05]. It should be noted
that the two-stream theory is a useful model for separating general
functional areas of the visual system but does not reflect the full
complexity of functional and anatomical interconnections in the
pathways [GF18, KSB∗ 13]. The following section will introduce
some of the methods that have been applied to study these complex
relations.
2.2. Central Neuroimaging Methods
The articles we selected from the literature search presented in the
next section use a wide variety of experimental and neuroimaging
methods. For a better understanding of the selected studies and the
implications of their results, this section will briefly introduce some
of the most central methods.
Electro Encephalography (EEG) measures the electrical
activity in the brain. When neurons are active, they communicate
with each other through electro-chemical processes. Through electrodes, which are touching the scalp, changes in brain potentials
could be measured. If this method is combined with a structured
presentation of stimuli to the research subjects, specific responses

of the neurons could be captured, which are then called Event
Related Potentials (ERP). ERP studies have the advantage of a
high temporal resolution, since brain responses could be captured
in the range of milliseconds. However, the origin and, hence, the
localisation of the activated neurons is limited.
Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI)) is a noninvasive method to measure brain activation in humans while
they, for example, perceive visual stimuli or perform a cognitive
task. The method rests on the blood oxygen level dependent
(BOLD) response, which was discovered in the 90s, and has since
been increasingly utilized to capture functional images of the
brain [OLKT90]. The BOLD response is a metabolic response that
is triggered by neuronal activity and allows tracing the neuronal
activation after the presentation of - in this case - visual stimuli.
Compared to EEG and ERP experiments, fMRI has a good spatial
resolution through its volumetric imaging method, but the temporal
resolution is much lower because of both the underlying imaging
method and the slow evolving metabolic signal.
Experimental designs describe how neurosciense studies
are conducted. They are typically rooted on psychological or
neuroanatomical assumptions and concepts. Several experimental
designs for EEG and fMRI studies have been developed to
probe the visual network of the brain. We briefly highlight a few
examples from our literature search:
• Priming occurs when a subject is presented with a stimulus that
subconsciously enhances/prepares the brain for processing a specific type of stimuli [GGV∗ 06]. One way to apply priming in the
investigation of depth perception is by presenting identical ambiguous stimuli continually and priming the subject to perceive
the stimuli as a 2D shape or a 3D object [GGV∗ 06].
• Random dot stereogram (RDS) presents one image of random
black and white dots to each eye, combining the images leads
to the 3D perception of an object through stereopsis [Par05].
RDS can be applied to investigate the effect of binocular disparity in depth perception, without interference from monocular
visual cues.
• Adaptation is an inhibition of the neuronal response to identical
or almost identical stimuli presented repeatedly. This method can
be applied to investigate the detection threshold of the human
perceptual system [FMKH05].
• Event-Related paradigms are those where single stimuli are
presented with an inter-stimulus interval of up to several seconds. Those types of experimental designs are the core of ERP
studies but are also used in MRI studies, and they may contain
40-100 single stimuli (events).
• Block-Design paradigms are the most common experimental designs in fMRI studies. A series of stimuli of the same type (but
not identical) are presented over a blocked period of typically
20-40 seconds, alternated with either a period of no stimulation
or a control condition. Several of those alternating blocks are
forming such a study.
These neuroscience methods form the foundation needed of the
survey presented in the following Section. Based on our literature
© 2021 The Author(s)
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our search in PubMed and Google Scholar under the umbrella
terms "depth perception", "neuroimaging" and "virtual/augmented
reality". The literature search from the two databases/search engines were combined and primarily performed to validate our
search strategy. We conducted one search for "depth perception"
+ "neuroimaging" and one for the XR umbrella term. In PubMed,
we used query expansion to capture more relevant results.

Records iden�ﬁed
through database search
(n = 1909)

Records a�er applying restric�on to:
Last 10 years, English, Human,
Journal Ar�cle
(n = 683)

Ar�cles assessed for
eligibility
(n = 683)
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Afterwards, we combined results with the "AND" operator in
PubMed. This process resulted in 1909 hits in the database. After applying automatic restrictions (publication type, year, type of
study, language) and assessing the remaining articles for eligibility.
Ar�cles excluded
(n
(n = 619)
620)

Studies included in
qualita�ve synthesis
(n = 64)

Search Terms:
• (((stereopsis) OR binocular depth perception) OR pseudo
chroma depth) AND (((shape perception) OR edge perception)
OR feature combination) AND ((((((Neuroimaging) OR Brain
imaging) OR fMRI) OR fNIRS) OR EEG) OR ERP)
• ((((Virtual reality) OR Augmented reality) OR Mixed Reality)
OR XR) AND (((Stereopsis) OR Depth perception) OR Visual
processing)
Manual Selection Criteria:

Figure 5: Flow chart illustrating the literature search we performed in our survey.

search we present the results relevant for digital object perception,
depth perception and novel interaction with 2D and 3D objects.
3. Survey
In this section, we present our data collection and synthesis of the
literature relevant to perception and interaction with 2D and 3D
objects in virtual environments. Perception of visual scenes rely
on monocular and binocular cues; these form the visual input both
when viewing real or digital scenes. To make enjoyable visual experiences, we are dependent on presentation of visual stimuli in a
natural way that integrates with the structure of the visual system.
When designing digital 2D or 3D scenes, developers and content
creators could benefit from an introduction to how the brain extracts
features and objects from the neural stream of signalling, which is
what we will cover in this section.
First, we describe how we performed our literature search in Section 3.1. Second, we present the state of the art literature on object
perception (Section 3.2), third moving on to perception of object
features (Section 3.3). Fourth, we look at the integration of these
two topics and present interaction with objects in Section 3.4. Fifth,
we present the neuroscience literature on virtual reality, as well as
selected practical applications of virtual and augmented reality in
medicine (Section 3.5).
3.1. Method
In order to provide an overview of the neuroscientific research relevant to depth perception in a virtual reality context, we performed
a literature search focused on: depth perception, 3D object interaction, and virtual/augmented reality (see Figure 5). We conducted
© 2021 The Author(s)
Eurographics Proceedings © 2021 The Eurographics Association.

• Title or abstract contains XR terms in combination with vision
• Title or abstract contains information on integration of cortical
processing of depth information
• If the article is an experimental study, it should be focused on
healthy participants
• The article should be a journal publication
• The article should be a review or an experimental study.
After manual screening of the remaining articles from our
search, we included 64 articles in our qualitative synthesis.
Our survey focuses on neuroscience literature primarily and is
therefore not intended to be a comprehensive review of all biological and medical applications of XR. An overview summary of all
surveyed papers is available in in Table 1.
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Table 1: Surveyed paper overview: Exp: experiment, Clin: clinical study, Rev: review, RCT: randomized controlled trial, Dev: application.
References
[EYG∗ 17]
[WDC∗ 06]
[PKW11]
[ZHF∗ 19]
[RSKP18]
[SGTO10]
[WYZ∗ 10]
[CMN12]
[KK00]
[CKA∗ 16]
[BP11]
[AMI∗ 19]
[ACKMS11]
[SDLB∗ 01]
[LRO∗ 16]
[DR17]
[JLL∗ 16]
[DAB∗ 13]
[PDRL06]
[FHRB11]
[KM01]
[DDD∗ 19]
[BFPH01]
[NNI∗ 05]
[MBW13]
[BVD15]
[YCD∗ 01]
[GMB∗ 18]
[SRJ∗ 15]
[Roe21]
[ME01]
[ALM06]
[HBLK08]
[VKH∗ 16]
[KEGB03]
[CS11]
[FRR15]
[GDUKM02]
[MCSB14]
[OCR∗ 18]
[LKP17]
[MCSB15]
[GTPO08]
[ABH11]
[LJCFY∗ 06]
[GPK∗ 21]
[PBK∗ 12]
[WYZ∗ 10]
[PLOE∗ 15]
[FR17]
[IHN19]
[EBDC∗ 19]
[CABL16a]
[dCDRCF∗ 16]
[SKB17]
[XSY∗ 12]
[CXW∗ 06]
[CMC∗ 12]
[KK01b]
[MT06]
[NSMM09]
[PBLR12]
[SGHSMS∗ 15]
[SA12]

Type
Exp
Exp
Exp
Exp
Exp
Clin
Exp
Exp
Exp
Exp
Exp
Exp
Exp
Exp
Exp
Exp
Exp
Exp
Exp
Exp
Exp
Exp
Exp
Exp
Exp
Exp
Exp
Exp
Exp
Exp
Exp
Exp
Exp
Exp
Exp
Exp
Exp
Exp
Exp
Exp
Exp
Exp
Exp
Exp
Exp
Exp
Exp
Exp
Exp
Exp
Exp
Rev
Exp
Exp
RCT
Exp
Dev
Dev
Exp
Exp
Rev
Dev
Dev
Exp

Depth Cues
Stereo Mono
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x

x

x
x

x
x
x

x
x
x

Participants
n
25(14f)
5
16, 7c
16 (5f)
31(26f)
46, 25c
13(7f)
21(7f)
11
10(4f)
8(0f)
10(5f)
11
12(9f)
20(10f)
17(6f)
30(22f)
12(0f)
14(7f)
NaN
12(7f)
12(10f)
8
10(6f)
15(6f)
15(10f)
17
50
12(6f)
17
NaN
10
16(10f)
12
10
13(10f)
9
9(2f)
6
40(24f)
27(15f)
4
18(10f)
14(10f)
26(14f)
22(12f)
36(10f)
19(12f)
14(3f)
72
26
NaN
2
20
34
2
NaN
NaN
8
6
NaN
NaN
NaN
70

XR

VR
VR

Display Medium
2D screen 3D Glasses
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x

x
x
x

Imaging Method
fMRI
EEG MEG
x
x

x
x
x
x
x

x

x

Real object
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x

x

x

VR
VR
VR

x
x

x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x

x
x

x

VR
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x

x

x

x
fNIRS

VR
MR

x

VR
VR
XR
AR
AR
AR
VR
AR
AR
x
x
AR
AR
AR
VR

x
x

x
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3.2. Object Perception
Visual perception is a hierarchical process building from the receptive field of individual photoreceptors to increasingly complex
features in the visual cortex, as already described in Section 2.
Here we focus on the higher cognitive processes of combining
features into sub-shapes and shapes, which enables recognition of
multiple shapes as an object. In their fMRI study on depth perception, Welchman et al. demonstrated that the retinotopic areas
V1, V2 and V3 detect changes in visual cues, while the higher
cortical areas MT/V5 (dorsal stream) and LOC (ventral stream)
are sensitive to changes in global 3D shape [WDC∗ 06]. Based
on a fMRI adaptation paradigm, studies exploring this 3D structure sensitivity found that the LOC did not adapt to 3D structure changes, but instead displayed adaptation to 2D structure
changes [KK00, KK01b, KEGB03, ME01]. This lack of adaptation to 3D objects displays that LOC operates with a volumetric (3D) representation of objects. In addition, a fMRI priming
paradigm also revealed LOC activation to 3D compared with 2D
stimuli [ME01]. Within LOC, heterogenic adaptation across multiple subregions indicates the presence of different neural populations that could support processing of separate object features. Differentiating between shapes within a larger structure is essential to
perceiving the structure accurately. The anterior cortical area with
LOC contributes to this process with sensitivity to convex shapes
as well as differentiating between convex shapes and non-convex
shapes [KEGB03]. The results from several fMRI studies exploring shape processing indicate that the main regions within LOC
differentiate between the processing of curved and pointy shapes
in objects, primarily favouring curved shapes [ABH11, HBLK08].
In addition, Haushofer et al. found increased activation in LOC for
shapes with more curvature and non parallel contours compared
with "simpler" objects. This could indicate a visual preference for
complex objects. By applying a blocked fMRI experimental design,
presenting RDS followed by rest for an extended period, GilaieDotan et al. discovered that the posterior fusiform sulcus (pFs)
region within the LOC is specifically sensitive to shapes derived
from stereopsis [GDUKM02]. Furthermore, discrimination of fine
depth gradients appears to be important when inspecting complex
shapes. Neuroanatomically, this is done by the areas V3A, V4 and
V6 [CS11, CMN12]. It has also been reported that competing cues
for assignment of object edges (such as those visible in the Rubin
vase in Figure 6) delay processing time, but they have no following
effect on object representation [BP11].
Further, occipital and inferior temporal regions elicit a BOLD
response to 3D shape from stereopsis, predominantly in dorsal areas [GPK∗ 21]. The validity of this fMRI finding was strengthened
by two control experiments accounting for attention and fixation effects. Object perception occurs in both visual streams, is dependent
on assignment of object edges and figure ground segmentation. Perception of whole objects is reliant on the accuracy of perception of
their individual features, which are the focus of the next subsection.
3.3. Feature Detection
Swift detection, and grouping of object features is essential in figure ground segmentation and perceptual organization. The temporal processing of monocular and binocular stimuli displays differ© 2021 The Author(s)
Eurographics Proceedings © 2021 The Eurographics Association.

Figure 6: An example of the "Rubin Vase". Competing cues for
assignment of object edges create two possible perceptions derived
from the same stimuli.

ent patterns of event related potentials (ERP) (N1 and N2/P3), indicating the involvement of separate neural populations or pathways in their processing [OCR∗ 18, PDRL06]. Visual task performance indicates that the binocular condition is beneficial for object recognition. Early (P100) ERP components reflect processes
that offset binocular input against each other, while later components reflected binocular rivalry (N170) [Roe21]. Binocular rivalry reflects a "competition" between different interpretations of
stimuli. This could also be connected with complex structures require more processing. This is seen in the ERP response to 3D
shapes, which increases proportionally with object shape complexity [CKA∗ 16, LRO∗ 16]. It is further reported that differences in
local object shape are detected around 150ms, and could be interconnected with binocular rivalry (N170). Later, if relative disparity
is present in the stimuli, an increase in cognitive processing around
300ms after stimuli onset is observed (N300 ERP component).
Congruent monocular and binocular depth cues reduce ERP signature possibly due to ease of stimuli integration; neuronal specificity is high around 90◦ and 180◦ degrees [DDD∗ 19, LKP17]. This
could reflect the number of edge detectors available for each orientation degree.
An EEG experiment assessing "cognitive load" from 2D and
3D stimuli found increased cognitive load during the 2D condition [DR17]. In general, challenging tasks in the experiment resulted in higher cognitive load in both conditions, these two observations combined could support the notion that 3D stimuli supports
processing of visual information in a more effective way than 2D
stimuli.
Further, the absence of binocular disparity reduces the efficiency
of monocular perception of 3D structures from shading and texture [SGTO10]. This interaction illustrates the close relationship
between processing of monocular and binocular depth cues, and
that they to some extent are interdependent.
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Distorted binocular disparity leads to reduced depth perception [PBK∗ 12]. In educational or simulation multi-user virtual environments, a leader or instructor is tasked with guiding a group of
participants. This could result in improper binocular cues for the
participants, since they are not located at the same place as the instructor.

is increased when processing stimuli far away. This could indicate that the dorsal stream has more time and needs information
from ventral areas to make a good assessment of the object features [WYZ∗ 10]. As previously noted, object distance to the user
influences feature processing, in particular in object interaction.

In face recognition, features are typically neglected in favor of
holistic processing. However, if a face is upside down (inverted)
the processing is more reliant on recognition of individual features.
The face inversion effect is established in 2D, and also found similar in 3D, but holistic processing of faces benefit from a 3D presentation [EYG∗ 17]. In a VR paradigm, participants were exposed
to brief images of objects in a naturalistic settings [RSKP18]. The
binocular stimuli in VR did not provide any large general increase
in reaction time, or recall, but provided a significant benefit at the
limit of perceptual capacity (5 - 7 units, e.g. digits). This indicates
that some feature in the binocular cue provides an increased capacity for short term object retention. Further, task difficulty increased the difference between 2D and 3D performance. Another
visual feature that influences reaction time is retinal object size,
which is the area an object projects to on the retina. Reaction time
is reduced in both conditions with increasing retinal object size, but
the 2D condition displays a sharper reduction [JLL∗ 16].

3.4. Object Interaction

Feature detection and object perception interact in the dorsal
cortical areas, providing support for motor function. Dorsal cortical areas V3B/KO, V7 and IPS are sensitive to differences in
volumetric structure. An adaptation fMRI paradigm found an interaction of monocular (texture and shading) and binocular cues in
the adaptation aftereffect [PKW11]. Through a random dot stereogram (RDS) fMRI experiment, Murphy et al. found activation in
V3B/KO mainly for representation of depth from texture and disparity [MBW13]. The authors concluded that V3B/KO utilizes this
multi-cue input to create a single accurate representation of depth.
If the texture and binocular cues are congruent, the depth combination results in a functional activity increase in V3B/KO. A similar
adaptation paradigm was employed by Sun et al., finding V3B/KO
involved in both monocular and binocular processing of the visual
cue surface reflectance (gloss) [SDLB∗ 16].
The stimuli integration in the dorsal stream relays depth information for action, and generally prioritises speed over accuracy
when constructing a representation of the environment [KM01].
fMRI investigation of the effect of stereopsis through Random
dot stereograms(RDS) displays activity in dorsal areas V3A, V7
and MT/V5, the areas are sensitive to different degrees of disparity [WYZ∗ 10].
Ambiguous shapes can be utilized to study depth perception, while relative depth can be utilized to influence if people see an ambiguous shape in a constant or changing way
(shape constancy) [ACKMS11]. Binocular disparity in IPS is sensitive to change in orientation, depth and discriminates between
shapes [NNI∗ 05]. Cortical areas that are not specialised in depth
processing like the fusiform face area still elicit a BOLD (fMRI)
response to changes in size, position and rotation in depth of facelike stimuli [YCD∗ 01].
Functional connectivity between the dorsal and ventral streams

Efficient utilization of digital tools is reliant on human perception
of the environment and interaction with the digital content. This
section considers the latter, how humans can influence the digital
environment and objects in it. The primary way humans interact
with their environment is through grasping and hand-movements.
Bozzacchi et al. leveraged fMRI to investigate the effect of depth
perception on grasping movements [BD15]. They found grasping
in the 2D condition limited by missing depth cues. In addition,
similar biases were observed between the VR condition and real
world condition. This could be due to an almost 10x increase in
depth accuracy when stereopsis is included [MT10]. A comparison
of path movement and precision between handheld 3D controllers
and mouse and keyboard showcased that participant movements are
smoother and more precise in the 3D VR condition [GMB∗ 18].
Moving objects on collision course with the observer are often
mistakenly perceived as missing, when the virtual object would
have collided with the observer [ALM06]. This angular misperception increases with object speed. In addition, direction of motion
in depth is systematically misperceived when sensory noise is introduced [FRR15]. These findings represent possible challenges as
interaction with objects is dependent on correct perception of the
object location. Interaction with objects relies on the distance to the
object. This distance is reflected in crossed and uncrossed disparity, and in turn indicates where the visual stimuli fall on the retina.
An fMRI experiment by Li et al. revealed that discrimination between crossed and uncrossed disparity activates some of the same
cortical areas as stereopsis, V3A and LO in LOC [LZH∗ 17]. Interaction with objects may be more efficient when binocular disparity
is neither crossed nor uncrossed (this occurs at a point called the
horopter) [BFPH01]. Processing of depth in the posterior parietal
cortex does not change when comparing object interaction in 2D
and 3D environments, but hand eye coordination is superior in the
3D condition [PLOE∗ 15].
Lateral occipital cortical sites initially elicit separate responses
to form and depth features (N150) and afterwards display a combination of the features [KM01]. This process is slightly different for
crossed and uncrossed disparity across hemispheres. Crossed and
uncrossed disparity could interact with reaching and processing of
objects within reaching distance. Both reaching and perception of
distance is central when interacting with objects in XR.
3.5. Virtual Reality and Augmented Reality
The introduction of stereopsis is the main visual cue added in HMD
XR environments which is unavailable on a regular 2D computer
monitors. Head movement and body position are two additional
essential cues contributing to immersion and a realistic experience.
However, vergence is still missing in today’s hardware. Vergence
© 2021 The Author(s)
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is the simultaneous movement of both eyes to focus on an object in
a specific depth plane. The absence of realistic vergence in VR is
thought to be one of the main contributors to visual fatigue from
head mounted displays (HMD) [IHN19]. Introducing defocus blur
in XR HMDs is an attempt at reducing visual fatigue, this mimics
the distribution of clarity in the human visual field by blurring the
off-centre regions of the image [MCSB14]. Defocus blur significantly reduces visual fatigue from wearing HMDs. Furthermore,
Maiello et al. tested if the reduced load of stimuli from including
defocus blur might improve depth perception but found no indication of enhanced depth acuity [MCSB15].
As mentioned, stereopsis induces an enhanced experience of
presence, and in addition, improves performance on spatial navigation tasks (retrieval rate: 85% in 3D vs. 69% in 2D) while increasing cortical activity in motor and visual cortical areas [SRJ∗ 15].
Furthermore, when viewing 3D structures with stereopsis, this influences features of visual brightness perception [AMI∗ 19]. Orientation and spatial frequencies [FHRB11]. In a VR environment our
perception of depth requires time to adapt to the new conditions. An
extension of this effect is applied in a VR game to recover stereovision in stereo-blind adults [FR17, VKH∗ 16]. This displays depth
perception as recoverable in certain cases. An fMRI experiment
by Dores et al. found support for the familiar nature of perceiving 3D cues in a paradigm exposing the participants to emotional
stimuli [DAB∗ 13]. In this study, the 3D stimuli elicited a greater
emotional response than 2D stimuli in the 2D condition.
We have examined how both input and output from the environment and brain may affect each other. Next, we briefly highlight
a selection of VR applications in medical practice, education and
training.
Virtual reality is currently explored in several application areas
that work with virtual 3D objects or require highly accurate interaction, such as anatomy education or endoscopic surgery. Research
investigating surgical performance indicates that 2D inspection of
medical images hinders critical information from being uncovered,
which leads to worse outcomes and more time spent in surgery
compared to 3D preparation [SGHSMS∗ 15].
In addition to VR applications, AR applications have also been
successfully introduced to the biomedical domain. For example,
in the diagnosis of congenital heart disease, AR visualization of
intracardiac structures improves the precision of doctors’ diagnostic performance [XSY∗ 12]. In addition, development of AR
methods for surgical navigation and image overlay are thriving [CMC∗ 17, CXW∗ 15, CABL16b]. The inclusion of stereopsis
make the surgical navigation more intuitive, and performs within
the clinical range of accuracy when tested. Another clinical application of AR is in simulators, which can be used both for training and
to prepare for surgeries [dCDRF∗ 16]. A group that performed simulator warm-up before laparoscopic surgery reduced time and improved accuracy measures compared with the non-warm-up group.
In a randomized controlled trial, Sorensen et al. tested laparoscopic
simulator training, comparing a 2D and 3D condition [SKB17]. The
group in the 3D condition spent significantly less time in training
to reach a predetermined level, and their skills transferred well to
the 2D surgical environment. Another study comparing an AR microscope with 2D and 3D screens found enhanced micro manip© 2021 The Author(s)
Eurographics Proceedings © 2021 The Eurographics Association.
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ulation in the AR condition [PBLR12]. Understanding of the 3D
structures seems tightly linked with surgical performance, Selvander et al. tested this by measuring students surgical performance
in training and their stereoacuity [SÅ11]. The study found a positive relationship between stereoacuity and initial surgical training
performance. However, stereoacuity’s effect on long-term training
outcome was not investigated.
One challenge with AR assisted surgery is related to image registration. Organ movement during surgery can make the overlay
images inaccurate. However, this could be alleviated through predictive models [NSMM11].
XR may have a promising future in exploration, analysis and
presentation of digital objects. Software tailored to work with
the visual system could aid researchers, clinicians and industry [EBDC∗ 19, ZHF∗ 19].

4. Discussion
XR holds great potential for interactive visualization of 3D biomedical data. Limitations of displaying such data on a 2D screen with
standard input modalities could be remedied by the improved depth
perception that XR offers. However, these applications need to be
carefully designed in order to maximize benefits while minimizing discomfort. In the following, we briefly summarize the main
findings from this survey. We follow up with our interpretation and
the implication of these findings. In addition, we highlight several
limitations.

4.1. Summary
The aim of this study is to provide an overview of depth perception mechanisms from a neuroscience perspective and their consequences for visualizing digital 3D objects, such as medical images or molecular surface mesh data. Based on our survey of the
neuroscience literature, we investigate which benefits 2D and 3D
visual environments provide when visualizing digital objects. The
visual system processes information from our surrounding environment in a hierarchical manner, from simple features to complex objects placed in a scenic context [Orb11]. Monocular and
binocular stimuli influence the accuracy and speed when generating such an environment, with binocular stimuli as key in volumetric and depth judgements [OCR∗ 18]. However, the visual system performs best when both monocular and binocular stimuli are
present as the visual cues have a complementary effect during visual processing [GTPO08, GMB∗ 18]. Both visual streams utilize
the same stimuli, but for different purposes: spatial localization
(dorsal) and physical representation (ventral) [WZM∗ 09]. Research
investigating reaction time, selection tasks and visual recognition
found advantageous effects in the 3D conditions compared with
2D conditions [JLL∗ 16,PDRL06]. However, the visual recognition
task only displayed an advantage for 3D when the task was challenging/pushing the participant to their cognitive/perceptual bandwidth [RSKP18]. Object representation is delayed by competing
interpretations of visual cues, but the "winning" object representation takes all input and the final representation is not influenced by
the competing processes [BP11].
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4.2. Interpretation and Implications

4.3. Limitations

Findings from the neuroscience literature indicate that binocular
disparity enhances processing of 3D environments/objects, compared with the efficiency of monocular cues alone. These findings
are supported by both fMRI and EEG experiments comparing processing of objects in 2D and 3D environments [KK01b, SRJ∗ 15].
In these studies, the spatial resolution of fMRI aids localization of
areas involved in specific tasks, while the temporal resolution in
EEG is used to investigate the dynamic propagation of neuronal
processes. We found support in the literature for inclusion of both
monocular and binocular cues. Task performance is improved and
most accurate when monocular and binocular stimuli are congruent [DDD∗ 19,LZH∗ 17]. Viewing 3D objects on a 2D display could
lead to increased cue conflict and reduced processing speed. This
could be due to binocular and monocular visual cues processing
occurring at different levels before integration occurs in higher cortical areas. Based on the literature, we recommend including binocular disparity as a visual stimuli if the goal of an application is optimized visualization of 3D objects. However, depending on application requirements, e.g., designing applications intended for radiology workstations, this may not be possible. In such a case, additional visual cues need to be implemented in order to support depth
perception. In addition, immersive environments provide a tangible
feeling of presence when the user experiences depth and is enclosed
in the environment [ULCV19]. Our interest was mostly in interaction with 3D data, as this is increasingly prevalent due to powerful
graphics hardware, 3D scanning, lidar images, and digitalization of
medicine [EBDC∗ 19]. While initially computers were mainly used
for textual or other 2D information, the current paradigm shift requires new methods for efficient visualization of 3D real-world objects. Increasing perceptual bandwidth is a good reason to choose
3D if working with digital 3D objects [RSKP18].

A central feature of our survey is our interdisciplinary approach,
aiming at building a bridge from neuroscience literature to the visualization community. This set-up necessitated a certain focus regarding the range of topics we investigated. We chose to focus on
depth perception, stereopsis, and the effect of depth perception on
interaction with digital objects primarily. To accommodate readers
interested in a broader approach, we included references to several
reviews and focused articles. The broad span of neuroscience; from
research on animals and cell cultures to systems neuroscience and
theoretical modelling of neural networks required us to limit our
search to human studies.

Our results can support the design of environments for improved
visualization of digital volumetric objects, since visualization of
digital objects is a central and increasingly important topic in medical education, research, and practice. From our summary of the
literature, we hope to support the development of seamlessly integrated volumetric visualizations, which boost the feeling of presence and efficiency in working with digital 3D objects. A natural
way for humans to visualize 3D objects is by viewing them in 3D
and using 3D movements to grasp and manipulate them.

1. Consider stereoscopic displays for 3D visualization. 3D
object interaction is generally easier in 3D. A 3D visualization
and physical simulation of interaction with the object will aid
interaction efficiency. 3D visualization on 2D screens can still
efficient with sufficient use of monocular depth cues. However,
missing disparity has a detrimental effect on the efficiency
of monocular cues. This leads us to recommend providing
stereoscopic disparity if volumetric structure is an essential
feature in the object of interest [SGTO10]. However, stereo
blindness is quite prevalent affecting 4 -30% of the population,
emphasising the need for both good monocular and binocular
visual cues [CBL19].

Our angle for this survey was from a neuroscience point of view.
The presented studies highlight that visual perception in general,
and object recognition and depth perception in particular, are embedded in a highly complex and hierarchically organised network
of different processing hubs that involves several brain areas. Any
XR application needs to consider that the human visual system is
tuned to navigate in a 3D world but that it also uses specific features
for extracting the required information while discarding others. We
have briefly discussed which brain areas are processing which piece
of information from a visual scene, and we presented studies that
have tested some of those hubs specifically. Accordingly, a mismatch between pieces of information from a visual scene that are
naturally not co-occurring but could co-occur in an XR world might
generate discomfort and confusion and, consequently, a disadvantage of an XR over a 2D application.

In this survey, we focus primarily on literature from the neuroscience community. While there is a large body of work presenting
XR applications developed in a biomedical visualization research
context, they are out of scope for this brief literature survey. Summarizing the state of the art in this area would be an interesting
opportunity for future work.
The brain is a highly complex organ. As such, there many uncertainties regarding function and processes in the brain we do not
fully understand. This includes the visual system, processing, and
integration of visual stimuli. In this review we have attempted to
summarise the current state of research focused on visual perception and depth processing. However, there is still a lot we do not
know about the brain.

5. Recommendations
Based on the literature presented in this survey, we propose the
following guidelines for XR designers and developers:

2. Make sure big objects in the scene are conveying the most
relevant information. Retinal size of objects influences the
processing time of the objects, meaning that large objects close
to the user’s point of view might be distracting [JLL∗ 16].
3. Consider if 3D would benefit task performance. Behavioural
studies, comparing performance in 2D and 3D conditions
found a 5 - 10 times performance increase assessing depth
differences between two vertical bars [MT10]. If the application
goal is to perform difficult cognitive or visual tasks, stereopsis
is recommended as it provides a performance boost at the
perceptual limit of the user [RSKP18].
© 2021 The Author(s)
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4. Make sure visual cues are congruent. The visual system
works best with consistent monocular and binocular stimuli.
The VR HMD induces a vergence and accommodation conflict.
Keeping all other visual cues congruent leads to a smoother
visual experience, as incongruent stimuli delays processing and
creates competing visual representations [DDD∗ 19, LZH∗ 17].
For example in multi-user XR aplications, it can cause confusion if the followers are given input from the leaders point of
view.
5. Place essential objects in the scene a little further away than
reaching distance. Depth perception is most accurate at the
"horopter", when the eyes disparity is neither crossed nor uncrossed. This might not be possible in traditional VR environments due to the screen being too close to the eyes (vergence
accommodation conflict), but could still indicate an optimal distance for viewing and interacting with objects [BFPH01].

6. Conclusion and Future Work
It is important to consider how humans perceive and interact with
the world when designing applications that aim to imitate real
world objects and interactions with them. Stereopsis, one of the
main benefits with HMD-based XR, provides a large boost to depth
perception, which is a key feature if the goal of the application
is to interact with 3D objects. In neuroscience, examinations with
fMRI paradigms have identified central cortical areas in processing
of depth cues, both through priming (3D volume), RDS (pure stereopsis) and adaptation (sensitivity to change in stimuli) paradigms.
Findings from such studies can inform application development,
but are typically challenging to access for visualization researchers.
With this survey, we provide relevant neuroscience background information and a survey of the state of the art in depth perception.
Based on the literature, we provide guidelines for XR application
design. Most of our recommendations are not controversial, but we
hope that an understanding of some of the mechanisms behind them
will aid development of XR applications in biology and medicine.
The value of 3D and virtual reality is increasingly appreciated
in medical training, education and surgery [CABL16a, EBDC∗ 19].
The depth vision and perceptual benefits of properly designed
XR environments are substantial for application in biology and
medicine. For example, medical students can practice specific scenarios an unlimited number of times, with no risk for patients involved. Integration of head and hand movement provide a realistic
experience, for simulation training and education. Application developers and designers need to carefully consider the implementation of monocular and binocular depth cues to provide an optimized
experience. XR also grants the user freedom to interact with digital
representations in ways that would not be possible in a real environment, including physically impossible angles, or with visual
enhancement. The addition of binocular cues in XR environments
has the potential to change interaction with digital objects in a fundamental way. However, vergence is a central visual cue that is still
missing. If this could be integrated in future XR hardware implementation, XR could be like stepping in to a new world.
© 2021 The Author(s)
Eurographics Proceedings © 2021 The Eurographics Association.
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